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Objectives and Self-Assessment
DAY 4 OBJECTIVES
SELF-ASSESSMENT

I can leverage the ELA
Reading Craft and
Structure standards to
support meaning
making in complex
texts.

I can conduct a structure
analysis of a text before
teaching it.

I can evaluate
standards-based
instruction for
alignment to craft and
structure standards.

I can implement
standards-based
instruction for
alignment to craft and
structure standards.

Pre-Day 4 Session
1= Not Yet
2=Unsure
3= I Believe So,
With Some
Practice
4=Absolutely, Yes

Post-Day 4 Session
1= Not Yet
2=Unsure
3= I Believe So, With
Some Practice
4=Absolutely, Yes

The Assessment Data Come in
You have started out the year using aligned curriculum and have been keeping to the pacing calendar provided by your
school. You have suspected that a majority of your students are struggling with reading at grade level because it doesn’t
seem like they are doing their reading for homework and it’s impacting the pacing of the daily lessons. The first quarterly
assessment data are in. The results have been aggregated by Standards. You know that two-thirds of the students are
reading below grade level. Among other issues:
● 60% of the students did not accurately answer 65% of the questions aligned to RL.9-10.1. Results were similar
for RI.9-10.1.
● 50% of students did not accurately answer 75% of the questions aligned to Standard RL.9-10.5 (or 11–12.5)
and RI.9-10.5 (or 11–12.5).
● 60% of students did not accurately answer 75% of the questions aligned to Standards RL.9-10.6 (or 11–12.6)
and RI.9-10.6 (11–12.6).
The next quarterly assessment happens in six weeks.
Based on your role in the system, what conclusions can you draw from this data?
TEACHERS: What instructional decisions or shifts do you make based on the data and your experience?
COACHES: What coaching PD do you provide, and what coaching moves do you make?
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERS: What recommendations for coaching and instruction do you make? PARTNERS: What
recommendations do you make to Instructional Leaders? What resources do you direct them to?
AM

PM

Structure’s Impact on Reading and Writing: Excerpt from A Powerful Tool

...A student cannot invent a structure she has never seen before. She cannot intuit the concept
of “thesis statement” if she has never worked to develop one. In fact, our work has shown us
that structures are more than tools for organizing ideas. Forms and structures in writing are
not merely techniques to be learned, they are techniques for learning. The act and process of
selecting, ordering, and developing ideas pushes students to find meaning and to construct
understanding as they write. We have found that when we introduce students, from primary
grades through high school, to a variety of flexible structures and give them guided practice in
using them, they are able to “own” those structures in their own thinking. Those structures
become a vehicle for thinking… Structures are not a substitute for knowledge. F lexible
structures do indeed give students a vehicle for thinking—as long as there is something of
substance to think about.
ABOUT THE TEXT:
● How do the authors identify the relationship between structure and reading/writing over
time?
● How does the complexity of text we place in front of students impact their writing quality
with regard to structure?
● What can be inferred about the relationship of equity to the study of structure?
ABOUT YOU:
● Teachers: How does this play out in your classroom? What changes can you make to
capitalize on this relationship?
● Instructional Leaders and Coaches: How can you use this information in a meaningful way
to help educators?
● Partners: What impact does this knowledge have on your products, processes, and
messaging?

How Rebecca Skloot Wrote the Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
by David Dobbs, November 22, 2011 from The Open Notebook: The Story Behind the Best Science Stories
Rebecca Skloot needs little introduction to most readers of The Open Notebook. Her book The Immortal Life of
Henrietta Lacks h
 as been a best-seller since its publication in February 2010, and she has toured the
U.S. and Europe almost constantly since then talking about the book and the many issues of race, science, and
privacy it raises. She’s also been interviewed many times. Here she talks with TON g uest contributor David
Dobbs about two particularly writerly issues the book raises: structure and the use of the writer as character:
You’ve been interviewed to death about this book, so I’ll limit this to two areas readers of The Open
Notebook might be interested in: one is structure and the other is your decision to put yourself in the
book and how you handled that.
That’s good. I honestly think that structure is one of the most important tools in writing, yet it’s not
something that people often pick apart and really get obsessed with.
Did you carry your concern about structure into this project, or was it something you developed as you
wrestled with it?
No, I came to the book already fixated on structure. I did my MFA in nonfiction at the University of
Pittsburgh, and Lee Gutkind, who was one of my professors there, taught a readings class where he
constantly harped on structure. Every class, the first exercise we had to do with every piece we read
was map out the structure. The first day of class we read an essay in class and his first question when
we were done was, “What’s the structure of this piece?” We had no idea what he meant. And he
wouldn’t tell us. He would just push us and push us, and people would randomly guess things … They’d
say, “It’s a profile.” He’d say, “No, that’s not a structure.”
Eventually it clicked for me when he walked me line-by-line through a piece he’d written and said, See
how the piece starts here, then goes back in time here, then forward in time here, but always comes
back to that same story I started with, which is actually in chronological order? The story was about a
veterinarian facing tough decisions about whether to euthanize various animals; it did jump around in
time a lot, and included sections of exposition, or facts—like the history of the field, or whatever—that
weren’t part of the narrative, but when you pulled the essay apart it became clear that the structure
was just a day in the life of this vet going from one patient to the next. From that point on, I started
obsessively mapping out the structures of everything I read. When I started teaching I made my
students do the same thing.
Any student who has ever studied with me would think, “Ugh. Structure, structure, structure; that’s all
she talked about.” My philosophy is, once you understand what structure is, then you can talk about
characters and narrative arcs and how to fill in the story. But for me, structure can just completely
make or break something.
What are some key teaching pieces you used?
I always use John McPhee’s “Travels in Georgia” because it’s such a brilliant structure. Once you figure
it out, it’s so basic. But it’s really hard to see it at first. When you say to people, “Read this thing and tell
me how it’s structured,” they just can’t. But once you really pick it apart you see he starts in the middle
of the story, then he goes forward for a while, then loops back around so by the middle of the piece
you’re back at the point where you started, then you continue forward. He’s so subtle and graceful with
the structure that few readers even realize they’ve looped back around to the point where the story
started because he doesn’t hit you over the head with it. He calls it the lowercase e structure, and once
you learn to recognize it you see it everywhere—in so many great stories, books, movies.
Are there other writers or books who have been particular models for you, structure-wise?
When I was working on my book, I knew very early on that I wanted it to be a disjointed structure that
told multiple stories at once and jumped around in time between different characters. If you learn the

story of the HeLa cells by itself, it's a very different story than if you learn it alongside the story of what
happened to Henrietta and her family as a result of those cells. Each story takes on a different weight
when you learn them at the same time.
Plus, if I had just told the story from the beginning—“Henrietta Lacks was born … blah, blah, blah”—
nobody would have known why they should care who Henrietta was. Then Deborah, Henrietta’s
daughter, would have appeared about halfway through the book and the focus of the story would have
suddenly shifted completely to her, since she’s really the main character of the book in many ways.
Then a few hundred pages later I would have appeared as a character out of nowhere. It would have all
been very disjointed and disorienting and wouldn’t have worked.
The other thing I knew was that I wanted my book to read like a novel but be entirely true. That to me
is the definition of Creative Nonfiction. So instead of reading nonfiction books as models, I turned to
fiction. As soon as I realized I had to structure the book in a disjointed way, I went to a local bookseller,
explained the story to her and said, Find me any novel you can find that takes place in multiple time
periods, with multiple characters and voices, and jumps around a lot. So she did. Some of the most
helpful books early on for me were Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café, by Fannie Flagg;
Love Medicine, by Louise Erdrich; As I Lay Dying, by William Faulkner; Home at the End of the World
and The Hours, by Michael Cunningham. I read a long list of similarly structured novels that all proved
helpful in some way or another: The Grass Dancer, by Susan Power; How to Make an American Quilt, by
Whitney Otto; Oral History, by Lee Smith. I also read a lot of important African American authors to
immerse myself in their voices, cultures, history: Zora Neale Hurston, James Baldwin, Maya Angelou,
Alex Haley, Ida B. Wells, W.E.B. Du Bois, Toni Morrison, Edward P. Jones, Albert French …it’s a long list.
In a way you have to claim the right to do certain things fairly early in a book, or you can’t do it. In this case
you had to claim the right to go backward and forward in time. You wait a while to get you in
there—you don’t appear until page 67. But that’s early enough.
Right. This relates to the famous line from Chekhov: “If in Act I you have a pistol hanging on the wall,
then it must fire in the last act.” You need to set the reader up early for the story that follows while not
introducing extraneous stuff that isn’t related to the plot.
In this case, since I knew the book was going to be a braid of three narratives (the story of me and
Deborah; the story of Henrietta and the cells; and the story of Henrietta’s family), I needed to introduce
all three strands of the braid up front, so I wouldn’t lose readers later. Doing that lets readers know
what to expect and gives you license to play with the structure and timeline because you’ve prepared
them for it. I spent a lot of time working and re-working how I’d handle introducing all three stories up
front since there were so many things to squeeze in.
How do you get all those into the beginning of the book?
In a way there are three beginnings to this book because there are three different narratives. The
prologue introduces the “me” side of the narrative where I write in first person. Then right after that I
have that one little page in Deborah’s voice, to get her firmly in there. I struggled with that. I knew she
had to be in the beginning of the book so you’d know she was going to be a main, strong character. I
made countless attempts at that using different scenes from late in the story (for a while the book
started with the scene of her seeing her mother’s cells for the first time, which is now part of the climax
of the book in the third section). But none of that worked because it detracted too much from the real
beginning: the moment Henrietta walks into the hospital for the first time in 1951. Eventually I realized
readers just need to hear Deborah’s voice enough at the start to know there’s something big coming
from this person later on that we’ll come back to.
Back to the larger structure. You start at 1950, and you pop back to 1920, and then essentially you come back
to mid-century, end of century, mid-century, end of century, mid-century, end of century. And you
progressively spend more time around 2000, and at a certain point it becomes more the story of you
and Deborah, once you have the backstory established. How did you plot these time shifts?

I actually mapped it all out with index cards. The one chronological story that goes throughout the book
is the story of me and Deborah. That’s totally chronological, never jumps around in time. Having one
chronological story helped anchor the structure so I could jump around with the other stories more,
because you always came back to that one straightforward narrative.
As I said earlier, I saw the structure of the book as a braid, with three stories that wove and wove and
wove. But at a certain point the three strands of the braid became one and the narrative was just a
straightforward chronological story from that point. That happens on page 231 with the sentence,
“That reporter was me.” That’s the moment that all three of the narratives come together, and then it
becomes just one. There’s no jumping back in time after that.
The story of you and Deborah is the one with the most classic narrative tension—there’s a suspense about
what will happen.
It’s a road-trip—a journey where everybody gets transformed. I thought a lot about that element of
narrative tension and how structure can help build the suspense. I learned quite a bit about that from
novels, but even more so from movies. My boyfriend is an actor, writer, and director, and he started
saying, “You should be watching movies because this jumping around structure is one of the most
standard movie structures.”
Skloot’s color coded index cards. Photo courtesy of Rebecca
Skloot
So I started watching a lot of movies structured like that and
eventually found my way to “Hurricane,” about Hurricane
Carter, the boxer. As I was watching it, I just freaked out
because after the first few scenes I realized, Oh my God, this
is the structure of my book. Three narratives braided
together, a journey, etc. So I storyboarded that whole movie
frame by frame on color-coded index cards (one color per
narrative thread).
I’d already mapped my own book out using the same three-colored index card scheme, and I’d mapped
out a structure, but it wasn’t working. After I mapped out “Hurricane” I spread the cards out on a bed
and put my book’s index cards on top of them, lining up the colors, to see how the film was braiding
differently than I was. I immediately realized the problem with my structure was that it didn’t move
around in time fast enough. That was the big lesson I learned from movies: that to make this kind of
structure work, it has to move quickly. You can’t linger too long in any one time period or you lose the
momentum of the other two.
How many designs did you try but throw out?
Oh man … From the very first version I wrote to the first version I considered a first draft, I probably
went through easily 15 different structures. And that doesn’t count the many times I revised it after
that: I’m a heavy re-writer. Once I had a first draft done, I rewrote it completely at least six times before
my editor had to pry it out of my hands. I could have kept rewriting it forever. There isn’t a single
paragraph from the first draft that made it into the final book without being rewritten. I’d bet money
that there isn’t a single sentence from the first draft in the finished book.
This will give comfort to others who are struggling.

Questions to Consider if you Finish Early:
● Equity Lens: How does the Say Something protocol for this process support the Equity,
Language, and Learner Principles?
● Is there a lesson that you can remember doing that would have been improved by the use of
this protocol? Why?

The Craft and Structure Standards
Standard 4: Word Choice
Reading Literature

Reading Informational Text

Grades Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
9–10
they are used in the text, including figurative and in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical
connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word
impact of specific word choices on meaning and
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language of a court
tone (e.g., how the language evokes a sense of time opinion differs from that of a newspaper).
and place; how it sets a formal or informal tone).
Grades Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
11–12 they are used in the text, including figurative and in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical
connotative meanings; analyze the impact of
meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the meaning
specific word choices on meaning and tone,
of a key term or terms over the course of a text (e.g., how
including words with multiple meanings or language Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10).
that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful.
(Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.)

Standard 5: Analyzing Structure
Reading Literature

Reading Informational Text

Grades Analyze how an author's choices concerning how to Analyze in detail how an author's ideas or claims are developed
9–10
structure a text, order events within it (e.g., parallel and refined by particular sentences, paragraphs, or larger
plots), and manipulate time (e.g., pacing,
portions of a text (e.g., a section or chapter).
flashbacks) create such effects as mystery, tension,
or surprise.
Grades Analyze how an author's choices concerning how to Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an
11–12 structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of author uses in his or her exposition or argument, including
where to begin or end a story, the choice to provide whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and
a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its
engaging.
overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

Standard 6: Point of View and Purpose
Reading Literature

Reading Informational Text

Grades Analyze a particular point of view or cultural
9–10
experience reflected in a work of literature from
outside the United States, drawing on a wide
reading of world literature.

Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and
analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance that point of
view or purpose.

Grades Analyze a case in which grasping a point of view
11–12 requires distinguishing what is directly stated in a
text from what is really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm,
irony, or understatement).

Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text in
which the rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style
and content contribute to the power, persuasiveness or beauty
of the text.

Applying the Learning: Next Steps
EVERYONE: 5 minutes
●

Divide: each table into two groups.

●

Decide: whether your group will work with grades 9–10 or 11–12.

●

Select: one of the following standards for your group:
●

RI.9–10.2 OR RI.11–12.2

●

RI.9–10.3 OR RI.11–12.3

●

RI.9–10.4 OR RI.11–12.4

●

RI.9–10.5 OR RI.11–12.5

●

RI.9–10.6 OR RI.11–12.6

●

Ensure: it’s not the same standard that the other group at your table has chosen.

●

Chart: the standard and your group’s role (teacher/leader, etc.) on paper

EVERYONE: 20 minutes
Teachers

Coaches

Administrators

USING YOUR STANDARD

USING YOUR STANDARD

USING YOUR STANDARD

●

●

Bullet: the specific skills you applied in
your interaction with Genetics of
Justice activities

●

Bullet: the specific skills you
applied in your interaction with
Genetics of Justice a ctivities

●

Devise: A fully aligned question to
close out the activity

●

●

Discuss and bullet: in what situations
would you recommend this activity to
teachers?

Devise: an example of a fully
aligned question that you would
expect to close this activity,
aligning both to the standard
and L.9–10.1 or L.11–12.1.

●

Discuss and bullet: how would you
turnkey this activity, and what would
you change or revise about it?

●

Note: what you would expect to
see as students answered this
question

●

●

Bullet: the specific skills you
applied in your interaction
with Genetics of Justice
activities
Devise: A fully aligned
question to close out the
activity
Add: scaffolding questions if
necessary

Draft: ELA Lesson Study Protocol
Lesson Title:
Standard(s) Alignment: How does the instruction reflect the demands of the standards?
A. Identify and mark the grade-level standard addressed and assessed in the lesson.
B. Identify the steps/skills involved in addressing this grade-level standard. (Paying close attention to the verbs being used)
C. Review the relevant standards at the grade below to ensure that your lesson target is aligned to grade-level standard
IDENTIFY specific skills and information would students need to know to address the standard in its entirety.
Identify the lesson activities aligned to the standards. Annotate lesson directly for
● which standard each activity addresses
● how that activity meets the demands of the grade-level standard
LEARNING TARGET/OBJECTIVE REVIEW
●
●
●
●

IDENTIFY the Learning Target(s)/Objective/Purpose/SWBAT: (based on Standards, task, and assessment)
How does the Learning Targets/Objective/Purpose/SWBAT connect to the ask of the grade-level standard(s)?
Is there alignment between the grade-level standard and the Learning Targets/Objective/Purpose/SWBAT?
If not, how is it misaligned? Use the language of the standards to realign the Learning
Targets/Objective/Purpose/SWBAT. What part of your instruction has to change?

Annotate lesson plan and text based on the answers to questions in the Core Actions below.
Core Action 1: Focus each lesson on a high-quality text (or multiple texts).
A. Identify the key grade-level text excerpt for the lesson
(include the page number).

A. After identifying the qualitative features, list the possible
misconceptions your student may have while reading the text.

Note the quantitative measures (i.e., Lexile):

B. For each misconception listed, identify how you may enable
students to access those features of the text.

IDENTIFY QUALITATIVE FEATURES OF LESSON TEXT
RELEVANT TO INSTRUCTION:
●
●
●
●

Knowledge Demands
Language Features
Meaning/Purpose
Text Structure

C. Which parts of the lesson require students to independently
spend time reading, speaking, or writing about a high-quality
grade-level text(s)?
●
●
●

Reading
Writing
Collaboration (Speaking and Listening)

Core Action 2: Utilize questions and tasks, both oral and written, which integrate the standards and help students
understand the content and meaning of the text.
A. Review the question(s) from the lesson. Answer the questions and/or read the suggested responses provided by the lesson.
B. Which questions and/or tasks will require additional scaffolding in order to access the content and meaning of the text?
Prepare those scaffolding questions in advance.
C. Does the sequence of questions build up to the lesson’s culminating task?

Core Action 3: The teacher provides all students with opportunities to engage in the work of the lesson.
A. How will you support all students in engaging with the work of the lesson? (protocols, instructional moves, classroom
set-up, probing questions, grouping, etc.)

Lessons that Analyze Craft and Structure
Grade

Module, Unit, Lesson
(M.U.L)

Standard

Title

9

M1.U3.L1

RL.9–10.4

Romeo and Juliet

M1.U3.L6

RL.9–10.5

M4.U1.L5, 8, or 22

RI.9–10.5

M4.U1.L6

RI.9–10.4

M4.U1.L9

RI.9–10.6

M2.U1.L1

RI.9–10.4

M2.U1.L2, 3, or 4

RI.9–10.5

M2.U1.L4

RI.9–10.6

M2.U2.L4, 5, 6, or 7

RI.9–10.5

A Genetics of Justice

M1.U1.L1

RL.11–12.4

My Last Duchess

M1.U1.L3 or 5

RL.11–12.6

M1.U2.L1

RL.11–12.5

Hamlet

M2.U1.L1

RI.11–12.4

The Souls of Black Folk

M2.U1.L6

RI.11–12.6

EXT.L3

RI.11–12.6

EXT.L5

RI.11–12.5

10

11

12

Sugar Changed the World

Letter from Birmingham Jail

The New Jim Crow

